KAUASKAIRA PRE-MISSION
And who do we have here?
All over the world, in Europe and in Finland we have many different minorities. Do
you know to witch minorities you belong? What type of different minorities live in
your locality? Baring in mind the importance to form frienships accross the borders,
together let’s get to know to some minority. At the same time, think what is a
minority? What different minorities exist? What type of connections do you find
between your group and the minority group you choce? How should we take the
minorities into account in different situation, for example in school, society, nations..?
How could you take the minorities into account?

1. How do we all sound?
During every age, people have always been fond of music. Music is
also very typical way to express the culture in different parts of the
world. Get to know to different folk music types and organice a real
music jury! If you can’t hold still, let the music take you and move. At
the same time think about the meaning of music in your own life and
how the music represents the different cultures. We also want to know
if there were surprise winners according to your jury and if the throat
singing won it all. Tell us how it went and what were your jurys thougts
of the interesting creations of musical art works! #kajahus2019
#kuaskaira
2. And you are?
It’s crafty time! You need glue, pencils, scissors, carton or thick
paper size A4 and old magazines. First, draw yourself in the
middle of the carton. Then think: Who are you? Who would
you like to be? What makes you happy? Find comments and
photos from the magazines and build a mosaic of them
around your drawing. We want to see the awesomeness of
the participants to Kajahus, so share your creation in social
media! #kajahus2019 #kuaskaira

3. Finnish, Swedish and Scout
Think with your group, what are the first thigns that come into your
mind when you think of the words: ”Finnish”, ”Swedish” and ”Scout”.
Compare your thoughts within your scout group and see if you have
different opinions, and how many of them. Once you have made a
note of the similarities and differencies of your opinions, it is time to
use them and make a small joke, a play or a sketch. Use these three
top criterias in the same show! Is there something in scouts, that
even Finns don’t believe it’s real? Do the scout habits surprise your
friends in school? Show us, who scouting is just that right awesome
hobby for you!

